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1. Introduction 
'! 

The Puiseux expansion of a function x(A), defined as a solution of the given algebraic 

equation 
F(x,A) = 0 

, with the small parameter A is the following series 

x(A) = x~,A~' + x,,A"' + x,;A"3 + ... , (1) 

where c:
1 

< c:
2 

< c:
3 

< ... are rational numbers with the same den'ominator. The 
expansion (1) is a convergent series in the neighborhood of the point A = 0 with this 
point deleted. · · · · 

The theory_ of Puiseux expansions is a major tool in algebraic geometry where they 
act as Laurent expansions in ordinary function theory . .In additi?n, to it the Puiseux 
expansions ~re a powerful tool for solving many computational problJms'. Among them 
are: . . . . . . ··j ,,· . . 

• Calculation of the genus of the Riemann surface, constructiori of differentials of 
the first kind, or general construction of meromorphic functioris on the Riemann 

surface (Coates'.algorithm [1, .2]). i 
I_ . . ·, 

of nonlinear equations 
,,f·· • Determination and analysis of _branching the solutions 

[3, 4]. I 

• Symbolic integration of algebraic functions [2; 5]; 
l' 

• Finding of the complete topological invariants of algebraic cm~ves[6]. 
. ' .. ' ~ ' .. ' . .t 

• Fast numeric evaluation of the solutions of linear differential eqhations c~ntaining 
algebraic functions [7]. ' 

• Analysis of the elliptic curves determining the meromorphic ~olutions of linear 

differential equations of Halphen type [8]. i . . ' 

The construction of the Puiseux expansions (1) is a very tedious procedure. There
. fore a computer'implementation is very useful for applications. A mlmber of computer 
programs have been created recently for computation of Puiseux ex~~nsions. They are I 

written in different languages: Reduce [9; 10], Scratchpad II {11], ,Lisp [12], Pascal 
[13]. All these programs except [12] are based on the classical algorit~m of Newton and 
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Puiseux [15). The program [9) is written in Rlisp, i.e. in symbolic mode of the Reduce 
language, but has not been widely distributed. Another previous Re_duce program [10) 
was written in algebraic mode of the Reduce language and by this reason is nc:>t very 
efficient. 

In· this paper our new implementation of the classical Newton-Puiseux method 
(Sect.2) in the symbolic (Rlisp) mode of Reduce 3.3 [14) is described (Sect.3). The 
program is running under MS-DOS on 286 and 386-based IBM PCs: ·Its effiCiency is 
demonstrated by different examples (Sect.4). 

-J . ~ ~-

2. Description of Algorithm · ··,.J. 

In this section we give a brief description of the method for constructing the Puiseux 
expansions of the algebraic function x(>.}defined by the equation F(x,..\) = 0, where 
F(x,y) E Q[x,y), i.e. F is a polynomial in x,y with rational coefficients, vanishing at 
point (0.0)'. · · · ' · · · · · 

. We use the classicat Newton and ~uiseux alg~rithm, based on the well-known New
ton polygon method [15, 4) for successive construction·of the terms of the Puiseux 
expansions (i): It should oe noted that this method is a very useful tool for computer 
algebr;uc analy~is an(f solving of lin'ear algebraic equations af a singular. point [16, 17]. 

Using the N~~ton ~d Ppise~x method one cari compute all possible ~alues ofx. 
and e. Let the equation F(x,..\) = 0 be given in the form · 

n 

Lf.(..\)x' = 0; (2) 
•=0 

Weassume that in neighborhood of the point..\= 0 the coefficients f,(..\)are presented 
by the converge~t series · · ·. · ' .· · · ' ". 

00 

f,(..\) = fo,..\Q~ + L fro..\Q•+; , (3) 
r=l 

where {b is a ~~tiona! number. Aft'~rthe s~b~titution of the first terms of(3) and (1) 
.into (2) in the limit ..\ -+ 0 we have the following· equation 

n 

'. . L /0 •. ..\"•+.u x; = 0. (4) 
•=0 ., 

Now we may choose the value of e in such a way .as to hiwe at lea.St two equal 
·exp-onents (u;+ je, Ut + le) with the others satisfying the inequality.{),+ se ~ s; + je. 
Hence from eq; (4) we obtain . .. ·· 

n 

_\Q;+j• L fo,x; = 0, (5) 
•=0 

.2~:,,·_ 

:., 
;I' 
('' 

\ 

"' 

'j 

i 
' I 

where the summation is over all values. s such that u, + se =. u; + je. There is only one . 
possibility for vanishing the left hand side of (5) if..\ f.. 0. It means that the condition · 

n 

Lfo,x; = 0 (6) 

•=0 

must be satisfied. 
For the computation of the possible values of ewe use the Newton polygon method: 

It may be split into the following successive steps: 

L Plotting the points.(~, u.), s = 1, .~., n i~ a carte~ian coordinat~ system. 

2. For each point (k, Uk), k = 1, ... , n computing the value of the variable 

·uo- Uk 
Ek = --k-. -, 

that.isthe value of tan- 1 ,P, where cp is the angle between the negative direction 
of the u....:axis and the line connecting two points (0, eo) iirid (k, ek): ·· · 

3. Finding the point (l, e,) which satisfies the conditions 
, ,·r 

e.c:, ~ €k fo'r all k = 1,; .. ,n, 
ejf ct :=:;.Ek then l > k. 

4. Omitting all the points (k, eA.J with k < l and repeating steps 2:4 until the last 
point (n, Un)· 

After this algorithm we get a set of points called Newton set. If we connect the 
neighboring points by straight lines we obtain the Newton polygon. All the points 
(s, e.), s = 0, ... , n lie either on or above. this polygon .. The possible values of·e are 
determined by the slopes of the segments of the Newton' polygori. For a given value of 
c: x. must satisfy (6). . 

Therefore, to obtain the coefficient x. we have to solve eq.(6), which is generally 
a polynomial equation in one variable. Solving. (6) is the most nontrivial step of the 
whole procedure. In many cases, however, eq.(6) is quite simple (see, for instance,the:· 
examples of Sect.4) to be solvable by a standard. built-in Reduce package Soll!'e 114] 
used in the given program . 

As a result we obtain the first Puiseux terms in (1) 

x = x • ..\£ + 0(..\£) (7) 

for all possible values of c:; i.e. branches. Then one can substitute (7) in eq. (2) and, 
having denoted the second. term 0(..\£) by x, repeat the above procedure .. This gives 
the second: Puiseux terms .. ln such a way one can:compute.the explicit form of. the. 
first k terms of the Puiseux expansions x(-\) = x£1..\£1 + · · · + x£k..\£k +0(..\£k) fm· any , 
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k. Proofs of.the fact that all n solutions of (2) mayo be'· presented i~ the .form ( 1) a:nd 
co~structed by the above algorithm are given in [3, 15, 18]. .. . ... ' ., . . .· . 

3. Implementation in Reduce 
. . 

We have· implemented the algorithm of Sect.2 in the computer algebra system 
Reduce 3.3 (14). The program is written'in the symboli~ mode (Riisp) ofthe Reduce 
programming language. Input data for the program are a polynomial F(x, ..\) :::: 0 with 
a given singular point (0, 0). 'A nonlinear function of general form mmit be reduced to 
a polynomial to be used in our program; It may be done, for example, by the standard 
package for computation of a Teylor expansion which is available in Reduce. 

The main procedtires of our package a~e 

PUISE(f,x,l.nt) -the procedure for the computation of nt terms of the Puiseux 
. expansion. This procedure returns a list of all solutions-of the equati~n f(x1,1)•0 

in the form of(t): · 

PUISE1(f ,x,l) is similar tO the procedure PUISE,but computes only. the first terms. 
The result has tlie form { {e,x.}, ... } and presents all the list of branches (7). · 

RESULTPUISE() returns the intermediate result of the procedure PUISE in the case of 
incorrect· break of the procedure; for example, because of the lack of computer 
memory (see example 3 of Sect.4). 

There is_a. switch ALLPUISE in our program. This switch controls the set of values· 
of e ·which has. to be computed. There are ~hree possible situations: 

• e' < 0 , thim a sohitio~ satisfies the con~ition lim>. ... o x( ..\) = 0. 

.• e = 0 'then lim>. ... o z(.~) = const. 

• e.> 0 'then a. ~lution has divergent ("big") terms in the li~it..\-+ o:·· 
' ' ' /' ' '<" 

The last two cases are avoided when computing if ALLPUISE is turned off. By default 
ALLPUISE is off. . . 

4. _Examples 

Below we give· three ex&mples of use. of our program.· All computations were done 
by an IBM PC AT (12 Mhz). In accordance with our assumption of Sect.2 all input 
equations vanish'a.t the point (0.0) ofcomputation'of the Puiseux expansions; Each 
exa.niple is supplied with complete computer output including comments to explain' the 
main aspects of the computational procedure. 

• 
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'/ 
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• Example 1 [18] 

equ:=w••3-3•z•w+2•z••2$ 
% Computationoof the Puiseux expansions 

puise(equ,w,z,3); 
•,,._ 

3 2 
{W=32/729•Z + 8/81•Z + 2/3•Z, 

W= - 1/18•SQRT(Z)•SQRT~3)•~ + SQRT(Z)•SQRT(3) - 1/3•Z, . 

W=1/18•SQRT(Z)•SQRT(3)*Z - SQRT(Z)•SQRT(3) :- 'i/~..;z} 

Time: 16260 ms 

Example 2 [4] 

.% sin(w)-v+w••2•sin(z)-z••4•0 
% Computation of a Taylor expansion 

i 
'I 

equ:=w••2*z-w**2•z••3/6+wu2•z••S/120._w••2*z••7/5040-w*•3/6+ 
wu5/120-wu7/5040-z••4$ · · A'' ' : ·- · · 

% And now computation of the Puiseux .expansions 
' • <, -~'", •• ~-l '; 

puise(equ,w,z,3); 

2 2 
{W=5/288•SQRT(Z)•Z + SQRT(Z)•Z + 1/12*Z , 

2 
W= - 5/288•SQRT(Z)•Z 

3 2 

2 
SQRT(Z)•Z + 1/12•Z , 

W=5287/540•Z - 1/6•Z + 6•Z} 

Example 3118] 

,. 

. -- .. I . "". 
equ: =2•z••7.-z••S-z••3•~+ ( 4zU2+z••3) •w••2+ (zu3-z• ~;1) •w••3-., 
4z•w••4+ 7z**S•w••S+.( 1-z••2) •w••6+5•zu6•w••7 +z••3•w~•S$ · . ·. . . . "- - - -- ,,.,.- . ' :- ,, 
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Y. Computation of the Puiseux expansions 

puise(equ,v,z,3); 

No more free cons cell. 
ERROR 96 NIL 
Cont? (Y or N) 
y 

Time: 120880 ms 
,..J 

Y,There are no more memory cells for determining the third term. 
%Intermediate results can be printed out by using the 
Y,procedure RESULTPUISE 

4: resultpuise(); 
5 4 

{W= - Z + 2*Z , 

2 
W= - 3/64*Z + 1/4*Z, 

3/4 1/4 
W=1/4*Z *2 + SQRT(Z)*SQRT(2), 

3/4 . 1/4 
W= - 1/4*Z *2 + SQRT(Z)*SQRT(2), 

3/4 
W=1/4*Z *SQRT(- SQRT(2)) - SQRT(Z)*SQRT(2), · 

3/4 
W= - 1/4*Z *SQRT( - SQRT(2)) - SQRT(Z)*SQRT(2)} 

Time: 2360 ms 

5. Conclusion 

.. 

As mentioned in Sect.2,the.main restriction in the use of our program.is connected 
with quite restrictive facilities of the package Solve of the Reduce system in solving 
nonlinear.algebraic equations. The above assumption F(x,y) E Q[x,y) means that 

6 

the first term of ( 1) being computed at the first cycle of the algorithm is an algebraic 
·number. Therefore, in general case, to repeat the procedure; ·that· is, to eompute the 
next terms o£(1) it·is necessary to manipulate with Algebraic numbers'and to solve 
polynomial equations in algebraic extensions of Q. The Reduc.:.faeiliti~ for:tlle ma
nipulation with algebraic numbers a~ailablein An1111 package (14] are far from sufficient 
for these computations .. · A number of new ideas and their. computer implementations 
given in (9, 11, 13) are very fruitful for further developments and generalizations. .. 

. In many applications one needs to manipulate with the Puiseux expansions as math
. ematical objects, i.e: to compute their su~, product; degiee, irive~ion, d~mposition, 

etc. There are u~eful Reduce packag~ (19, 20) which allow' one to carry out these 
operations automatically by computer as well. . ' . . ·. . ' . . ;. . . 

'We would like to acknowledge N:A.Kostov 'aria z:T.Kostova for usefurdiscussions 
and suggestions. 
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repAT B.n., T111nnep n. 
npor~aMMa Ha H3~Ke Reduce 
B~~111cne~111H PHAOB ~b~ll130 

AnH Cl 

On111caHa nporpaMMa B~~ltlcneHitlH 
5paltl~eCKII1X ~YHK4111~. flnH HaXO~Aet 
pOB Ha~anbHbiX K03~1114111eHTOB pa3J 
TO~Ke, 111CnOnb30BaH MeTOA Alllarpat 

.HanlllcaHa Ha H3~Ke aHanlt1Titl~ecKII1X 

HeKOTOpble . np~Mepbt, 111nn~cTp111py~1 

Pa5oTa B~nonHeHa B naoopaTOPI 
Kill 111 aBTOMaTit13a4111111. 

·~· 
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